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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (ACTION) 
DUBAI 
Gulf Import & Export Company 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to forward SQF 2000 information lo Mr AI Ghurair. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to examine opportunities to invite to Western Australia 
Mr Mohammed Al Ghurair (son), who is studying at RMIT, Melbourne and other future 
Middle East business leaders. 
Reception for Business and Government Representatives 
• AGWEST Protection (Delane) to follow up contact with Dr Hisham Ahmed Fahrni, Head of 
Veterinary Services Section, Dubai Municipality. 
Emirates Livestock & Meat Trading Co. 
• The company owns impressive feedlot and infrastructure capacity. AGWEST 
Protcction/MLA to promote best practice in livestock management at all points of the 
WA-Middle East supply chain. 
International Foodstuff Company 
Emirates Grain Products Company 
• AGWEST Trade and Development, investment attractions project to follow and organise 
next round of negotiation. 
EGYPT 
Fares Group/First Trading & Import 
• AGWEST Protection to continue to work closely with cattle exporters to ensure cattle meet 
Egypt's specifications. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to facilitate strategic alliance development for medium­ 
long term supply of premium cattle ex Western Australia and beef into Sainsbury's stores. 
HE Dr. Youssef Wali, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Agriculture 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA/Australian Embassy to continue monitoring of concerns 
regarding entire bull imports and HOP and implement/negotiate appropriate responses. 
Sainsbury's Egypt 
• AGWEST Trade and Development (Steingiesser)/MLA (Buchanan, Jones) to facilitate 
discussions between Jelal Abu-Gazaleh (Daintree Foods Egypt) and Dean Thompson 
(Sainsbury's) regarding short-medium tenn supply of high quality beef. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to facilitate strategic alliance development for medium­ 
long term supply of premium cattle ex Western Australia and beef into Sainsbury's stores. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to liaise regarding other opportunities for supply of 
Western Australian products to Sainsbury's Egypt. 
General Organisation for Veterinary Services 
• As a part of MOU follow up AG WEST Protection/MLA to liaise to arrange earliest 
possible visit of Professor Aidaros to Western Australia. Dr John Edwards or Dr Richard 
Norris to accompany Professor Aidaros and Dr Buchanan on visits to other States and 
Canberra. 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA/AQIS to liaise to examine possible options for HGP 
certification which would meet Egyptian needs. 
HE Dr Hassan Khedr, Minister of Supply and Home Trade 
• Dr Khedr offered the A WB to become major wheat supplier to the government 
procurements. 
• Dr Khedr indicated interest in the purchase of 1000 MT of frozen beef. MLA to follow up. 
JORDAN 
H.E. Eng. Hashem AI-Shboul, Minister for Agriculture 
• AG WEST Trade and Development /MLA to continue development of the MOU 
relationship, and identify key opportunities for bi-lateral exchange which will facilitate 
trade development. 
• AGWEST Protection to invite Dr Assad Abu Ragheb (or delegate) to visit Western 
Australia during 2000. 
H.E. Dr Mohammed A Halaiqah, Minister of Industry and Trade 
• AWB(Greg Harvey) is following up possible opportunities to negotiate supply of 
Australian wheat to Jordan. 
Major-General Shaher AI-N imi, Chief of Royal Land Forces Staff 
• AGWEST Trade and Development /MLA/Austrade to follow-up contacts with Royal Land 
Forces officers regarding trade and investment opportunities. 
• 
Mayor of Aqaba, Aqaba Region Authority 
• Aileen Murrell to send information about WA aquaculture and marine management. 
Hijazi and Ghosheh Group 
• AGWEST Protection/LEA/AQB/MLA to discuss issues regarding cheesy gland and examine 
options for achieving industry-wide vaccination against cheesy gland. 
• AGWEST Protection to examine benefits and practicality of a 'vendor declaration' approach 
to producer supply of sheep for live export. 
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KUWAIT 
Kuwaiti Saudi Co for Livestock Meat and Fodder 
• AGWEST Protection to liaise with AQIS/AFFA regarding importer concerns and strategics 
needed to ensure both sustainability of market access and competitiveness of Australian 
exports. 
Livestock Transport & Trading Co (KL TT) 
• AGWEST Protection to liaise with MLA/Live Corp regarding benefits and strategies for a 
general Middle East promotion of the premium health status and quality of Australian sheep. 
SAUDI ARABIA 
Riyadh Livestock Market and Slaughterhouse 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to promote success of Merino trial shipment and need for 
producers to continue to meet Saudi Arabian livestock specifications. 
Saudi Joint Stock Co (Al Mawashi AI-Mukairish United Co), Jeddah 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to work with exporters and MLA/AQIS to ensure that 
Saudi Arabian market specifications and trends are clearly communicated to sheep 
producers. 
Food 2000 Saudi Arabia, Jeddah 
• AGWEST Trade Development to follow up individual inquiries made by Saudi Arabian 
businessmen. 
• AGWEST International will liase with Abdulatif Alnafa Trading Est to clarify the inquiry 
regarding to the stock feed and meat processing plant in Saudi Arabia. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development and Austrade to follow up the inquiry from AL-Khaluf 
Meat Processing Factory (Mr Abdulalah Al-Wabhy) regarding to investment in live sheep 
farming in Western Australia (existing sheep farms in Saudi Arabia running out of water). 
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AGRICULTURAL DELEGATION TO THE MIDDLE EAST 
Introduction 
During 7-22 February 2000, the Minister for Primary Industry, Hon. Monty House, MLA led an 
agricultural trade mission to the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 
The mission had the following objectives: 
• To gain a better understanding of the opportunities in the Middle East for Western 
Australian primary products and agribusiness. 
• To meet with government and industry leaders to support existing and new market 
opportunities. 
• To meet with existing and potential customers. 
• To represent Western Australian primary producers, agribusiness and exporters, and act as 
an ambassador for the State. 
• To impart the knowledge gained from the trade mission to companies and associated 
industry groups in Western Australia. 
The trade mission was coordinated by Agriculture Western Australia's AGWEST Trade and 
Market Development Unit. The work of Mr Besko Trhulj is acknowledged. 
Participants in the delegation are shown at Appendix A. 
The program for the delegation is shown at Appendix B. 
Business cards of contacts are shown at Appendix C. 
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AGRICULTURAL TRADE MISSION TO THE MIDDLE EAST 
Introduction 
During 7-22 February 2000, the Minister for Primary Industry, Hon. Monty House, MLA led an 
agricultural trade mission to the United Arab Emirates. Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 
The mission had the following objectives: 
• To gain a better understanding of the opportunities in the Middle East for Western 
Australian primary products and agribusiness. 
• To meet with government and industry leaders to support existing and new market 
opportunities. 
• To meet with existing and potential customers. 
• To represent Western Australian primary producers, agribusiness and exporters, and act as 
an ambassador for the State. 
• To impart the knowledge gained from the trade mission to companies and associated 
industry groups in Western Australia. 
The trade mission was coordinated by Agriculture Western Australia's AGWEST Trade and 
Market Development Unit. The work of Mr Besko Trhulj is acknowledged. 
Participants in the trade mission are shown at Appendix A. 
The itinerary for the trade delegation is shown at Appendix B. 
Business cards of contacts are shown at Appendix C. 
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (DUBAI) 
Austrade 
John Yeudall, Senior Trade Commissioner 
Pankaj Savara, Trade Commissioner 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development (Henry Steingiesscr) to continue negotiations with 
Austrade additional contracted trade and market development support for WA agricultural 
products. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to examine ways of providing better Austrade access to 
information about WA agricultural products and businesses. 
Gulf Import & Export Company 
Essa AI Ghurair, General Manager 
Mohammed Al Ghurair 
Fakruddin R. Hardwarewala, Financial Controller 
• The company has UAE's largest flour mill and pulse processing plants, located in the Jebel 
Ali Free Zone, and is a regular customer for WA products. 
• Mr AI Ghurair emphasised the need for both price and quality differentiation in the 
marketplace. 
• The AI Ghurair company has embarked on a process of continuous business improvement, 
and is both ISO 9000 and ISO and environmental code accredited. Mr Al Ghurair 
expressed interest in the SQF 2000 QA system. 
The benefits of international tourism and study program in building cultural and trade 
linkages were discussed. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to forward SQF 2000 information to Mr AI Ghurair. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to examine opportunities to invite to Western Australia 
Mr Mohammed Al Ghurair (son), who is studying at RMIT, Melbourne and other future 
Middle East business leaders. 
Jebel All Free Zone 
Sultan Ahmad Bin Sulayem, Chairman and Managing Director 
Ahmed Butti Ahmed, Assistant Managing Director 
Khalid K. Almutawa, Sales & Marketing Manager 
Jebel Ali Free Zone is the Arabian Gulfs largest industrial free zone (100 km, 67 berths 
totalling 15 kms). A wide range of ownership, tax, labour, facility and service benefits are 
available to the 1700 companies now operating within the free zone. A fully self-contained 
labour village is part of the zone. The zone's land is now 45% utilised, and the organisation sees 
major expansion opportunities, despite strong competition from other free zones (e.g. nearby 
Sharjah). The delegation inspected parts of the port area, including a 40,000 m3 cool store. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to communicate to WA agri-industry the scale and 
competition which exists in international shipping and associated trade. 
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Dubai Fruit & Vegetable Market 
Mr Jayaram (J.R.), General Manager, Barakat Vegetable & Fruits International 
• The wholesale market operates 6 days/week with approximately 120 pantech trucks 
offering produce from across the Middle East during 4.30 p.m.-midnight. 
• Competition is intense (e.g. apples ex China, USA, France) although there is regular 
shortages of a number of products - strawberry, broccoli, rockmelon. Interest was also 
expressed in peeled onions and different potato varieties. 
• There is usually a supply limitation ex Australia, either due to product availability or air 
freight limitations. Shipping (12-15 days) is good for suitable products. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to further examine opportunities for exports of 
strawberry, broccoli and rockmelon. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to establish contact between Mr Jayararn and 
Homestyle, Perth regarding peeled onions. 
Reception for Business and Government Representatives 
The delegation hosted a function for approximately 50 businessmen from the United Arab 
Emirates at the Jumeirah Beach Hotel for local agri-food business and government 
representatives. Brief presentations were made by the Minister for Primary Industry and 
Executive Director, Agriculture Protection. 
The reception provided excellent opportunity for contacts, discussion and development of 
relationship. The video Banquet to the World was presented and all guests received the Western 
Australian publication kit. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection (Delane) to follow up contact with Dr Hisham Ahmed Fahrni, Head 
of Veterinary Services Section, Dubai Municipality. 
• AG WEST Trade and Development to examine the opportunity to deliver live sheep 
according to inquiry from Oman. 
Emirates Livestock & Meat Trading Co. 
Mr Salah A.R. Al Bassam, Executive Manager 
• EL&MT Co. is part of the Kuwait Livestock Transport & Trading Company (see Kuwait 
report). 
• KLTT operates the most modern sheep feedlot facility in the Middle East, with a capacity 
of 120,000 sheep under 13 ha of shaded pens. The site includes feed preparation, 
veterinary and accommodation facilities, and a water cooling plant has recently been 
installed to improve livestock management. Sheep are normally held for 1-6 weeks. 
• Mr Doug Cullen, an Australian, is the feedlot manager. It was evident that Australian 
expertise in sheep management had made a significant contribution, and that significant 
gains could still be achieved in some other feedlots. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA to promote best practice in livestock management at all points 
of the WA-Middle East supply chain. 
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International Foodstuff Company 
Emirates Grain Products Company 
Mr Firoz Allana 
Mr Shiraz Allana 
Mr Muhamed Catie, Director, Business Development 
Mr Arumas Patialis, 
• The company is very interested for cooperation with Western Australian partners particularly 
for the investment in flourmills, SQF2000 and in near future in canola processing. The 
priority is flourmills project which still under preliminary study. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development, investment attractions project to follow and organise 
next round of negotiation. 
Dubai Air Cargo Village 
Mr Ali K. Al Jallaf, Director 
Mr Ram C. Meyen, Emirates Airlines 
Mr Prakash K. Nair, Emirates Airlines 
• Emirates Airlines are keen to operate a direct Perth-Dubai service but are currently 
constrained by existing agreements, aircraft payloads and expected passenger demand. The 
advent of a high capacity, long-range Airbus aircraft in 2002 probably provides the best 
opportunity. 
• The operation of the UAE as a trade hub was demonstrated by the ability to achieve 36 
hour soil-to-soil transplant of strawberry seedlings from Montreal, Canada to the UAE. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to inform Western Australian Department of Transport 
and Air Fright Council 
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Hassan Mohammed bin Al-Shaikh, President, Dubai Chamber 
Abdul Rahman G Al Mutauvee, Director General 
Dr Yazid Mallat, Al Abbas Group 
Mumir Kaloti, President, K & H Trading Co. 
Sharique Ahmad, Mohammed Omar bin Haider Group 
Om T. Mehta, Al Sayegh Group of Companies 
• Dubai holds over 40 business exhibitions annually, and Western Australia was encouraged 
to participate. 
• The Dubai Chamber is very active, and a number of businesses were represented at the 
meeting. Shipping and air Jinks were highlighted as an issue. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to follow-up individual contacts made at the meeting. 
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Spinneys Supermarket 
• The supermarket is very modem and caters largely to the large, middle-class expatriate 
population in Dubai. There was a strong emphasis on product presentation and customer 
service (bread is baked 3 times each day and a florist operates within the store). 
• The store was operating a promotion of Western Australian products. The diversity of 
products and supply options emphasised the competitiveness of the Middle East market. 
• Another supermarket of the large French chain Continent was briefly visited. This very 
large store (50 checkouts) catered for a wider range of customers. The intense competition 
was again evident (e.g. sheep meats from 5 countries). 
EGYPT 
Australian Embassy/Auslrade 
Mrs Victoria Owen, Australian Ambassador 
Mr Chris Heysen, Senior Trade Commissioner 
Mr George Mina 
Mr Nagui Said 
The Egyptian market is growing at 5% pa on the back of >2% pa population growth from its 
current level of 65 million. Government initiatives to open up the economy are working and the 
private sector is now a driving force in the economy. There is a high level of awareness of 
Austra1ian agricultural produce, including its 'clean/green' status; this is valuable given the 
government's obligation to 'protect the health of the Egyptian people'. 
Although Australian exports to Egypt have grown from $230M to $580M, exports to Australia 
remain very low ($10M); this is a matter of sensitivity. There has been rapid expansion of live 
cattle, dairy and pulse exports. 
While much of the Egyptian population is relatively poor, there is an expanding middle class, 
with a preference for imported products, even if it is 2-3 times the price of local produce. 
Two large irrigation developments in southern Egypt should not restrict Australian exports to 
Egypt. The Toshka scheme (150,000 ha) will rely on 25 million Ml/day canal supply from the 
Aswan High Dam, with the East Oweinet scheme near the Sudanese border ( I 00,000 ha) has 
begun irrigation from large underground aquifers. 
Fares Group/First Trading & Import 
Mr Danny Fakhre, President, Fares Group Holdings 
Mr Hassan El-Gayar, Chairman, First Trading & Import 
Mr Moustafa Sherine EI-Gayar 
Mr Moustafa Roushdi, Chairman, Medi Trade Company 
Mr Eng. M. Abdel Rahman, General Manager, International Establishment for Food Security 
Egypt is a major market for Australian live cattle exports, with 214,000 out of 750,000 cattle 
exported in 1999 received in Egypt (75% sourced in WA). 
The Fares Group (including Fares Rural and Rashid Fares Enterprises) is a major Australian 
livestock exporter, with a focus on Libya, Egypt and Mexico (200,000 cattle exported in 1999). 
Hassan EI-Gayar is the largest cattle importer in Egypt. Initial resistance to Bos Indicus breeds 
has subsided and demand is now mainly for these types; historical annual cycles in cattle demand 
were reduced in 1999, with demand remaining strong throughout the year. 
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The company's modern feedlot at Ismailia was visited. With current capacity for 15,000 head, 
the facility will be doubled in capacity, utilising desalinated bore water and locally processed 
feed. 
Issues raised included: 
• Concern about prices, which at $1.44/kg at Fremantle are at the top end of the possible 
range. It was argued that strong demand (15-25,000 head/month) could be sustained at 
more moderate prices. 
• Concern was expressed regarding imports of entire bulls ex Rumania (often with other 
origins), which were gaining an unfair (and illegal) advantage on local markets because 
they were sold as local stock. 
• Australian expertise had been used to convert an 1 1  %  weight loss in feedlots into a 4% live 
weight gain. 
Action 
• Minister raised with HE Dr. Youssef Wali, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for 
Agriculture the Australian industry concerns regarding possible illegal imports of entire 
bulls. AGWEST have also raised these concerns with Dr Hassan Abdel Aziz Aidaros, 
Head of General Organisation for Veterinary Services. 
• AGWEST Protection to continue to work closely with cattle exporters to ensure cattle meet 
Egypt's specifications. 
• MLA/AGWEST to support Fares Group and other exporters to Egypt to maintain 
competitive edge against East/West European suppliers. 
• AGWEST Protection to work with MLAILEA/AQIS to examine strategy options for 
Australia to take an international lead in 'best practice' live animal transport. 
Reception for Business and Government Representatives 
The delegation hosted a function at the Conrad Hotel for local agri-food 60 business and 
government representatives. Brief presentations were made by the Minister for Primary Industry 
and Executive Director, Agriculture Protection. 
The reception provided excellent opportunity for contacts, discussion and development of 
relationship. The video Banquet to the World was presented and all guests received the Western 
Australian publication kit. 
Action 
• AGWEST to follow up individual enquiries made by attendees at reception. 
HE Dr. Youssef Wali, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Agriculture 
• Dr Youssef Wali gave permission for the newly appointed Chairman, General Organisation 
for Veterinary Services to visit Australia in the near future, under the Egypt-Western 
Australian MOU. 
• Dr Youssef Wali spoke enthusiastically about the large Toshka (ex Aswan Dam) and East 
Oweinet (ex bores) irrigation projects in southern Egypt, totally 250,000 ha potential 
irrigated area. The Toshka project may provide a further opportunity for imports of 
Australian cattle, via the port of Safaga. 
• A free-trade port has been established at lon Suchna near Adabiyya and another was being 
considered for Safaga. This may provide an opportunity for feedlot finishing and re-export 
of Australian cattle, although impediments exist to achieving suitable quarantine protocols. 
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• The importance of bi-lateral trade was emphasised and Australia/Western Australia was 
encouraged to examine opportunities to expand the very low level of Egypt-Australia trade. 
• The Deputy Prime Minister recognised that competitor countries had been 'throwing words 
at Australia' regarding HGP implant residues in cattle. He indicated that Egypt was very 
happy with Australian cattle imports. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA/Australian Embassy to continue monitoring of concerns 
regarding entire bull imports and HGP and implement/negotiate appropriate responses. 
• Through Austrade, AGWEST International to monitor major irrigation developments, and 
opportunities for Western Australian products and services. 
Sainsbury's Egypt 
Mark Venables, Director-Strategy 
Jerry Callanan, Director - Supply Chain and IT 
• Cairo is the starting point for a major expansion of Sainsbury's into the Middle East. 
Three new stores have been constructed and 90 stores purchased. 
• The recently opened Hareem store (30,000 sq.ft) is the largest food store in Egypt, and 
possibly the largest store, though only medium size by EU standards. The Sainsbury's 
store format (Food, Family, Home) will be applied. 
• Wall-Mart and the large French supermarket chains are known to have examined 
opportunities in Cairo (14 million inhabitants). 
• The majority of goods are sourced locally, including major international product lines (e.g. 
Kelloggs, Heinz) which are produced locally. Difficulties with import of perishable goods 
will probably mean continued sourcing of these goods within Egypt. 
• Sainsbury's indicated considerable interest in strategic alliance supply chain arrangements, 
including supply of beef ex Australian cattle. Concern was expressed regarding potential 
for flow-on effects to EU stores of animal rights concerns in Australia. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development (Steingiesser)/MLA (Buchanan, Jones) to facilitate 
discussions between Jelal Abu-Gazaleh (Daintree Foods Egypt) and Dean Thompson 
(Sainsbury's) regarding short-medium term supply of high quality beef. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development /MLA to facilitate strategic alliance development for 
medium-long term supply of premium cattle ex Western Australia and beef into 
Sainsbury's stores. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to liaise regarding other opportunities for supply of 
Western Australian products to Sainsbury's Egypt. 
General Organisation for Veterinary Services 
Professor Dr Hassan Abdel Aziz Aidaros, Head of GOVS 
Dr Sherein Galal, Head of Epidemiology Unit 
Dr Abdul Hakim Fouda, Director of Quarantine 
• An invitation was extended to Professor Aidaros to visit Australia as soon as possible, 
accompanied by Dr Buchanan, MLA. 
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• Issues of HGP ampule residues, anthrax infection reports in Australia, and ability to assure 
BSE freedom were raised. Professor Aidaros and Dr Fouda indicated a preference for HGP 
certification of Australian livestock -e.g. that HGP levels do not exceed those normally 
present in cattle. 
• Opportunities for bi-lateral information exchange under the Western Australia-Egypt MOU 
were discussed including: improved land-border quarantine, preventative animal health 
strategies, ostrich diseases, fish health and QA (SQF 2000). 
• Dr Tony Martin, AGWEST would deliver a3-day risk assessment workshop in Cairo 
(19-21 February) for 20-30 of the 2200 GOVS veterinary staff. This type of assistance was 
welcomed. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA to liaise to arrange earliest possible visit of Professor Aidaros 
to Western Australia. Dr John Edwards or Dr Richard Norris to accompany Professor 
Aidaros and Dr Buchanan on visits to other States and Canberra. 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA to liaise with NRA regarding possible change to HGP delivery 
methods to remove residual pellet. 
• AGWEST Protection/MLA/AQIS to liaise to examine possible options for HGP 
certification which would meet Egyptian needs. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development (through MOU) to strengthen liaison with the GOVS 
regarding high priorities for bi-lateral information and skills exchange. 
HE Dr Hassan Khedr, Minister of Supply and Home Trade 
Action 
• Dr Khedr offered the A WB to become major wheat supplier to the government 
procurements. 
• Dr Khedr indicated interest in the purchase of I 000 MT of frozen beef. MLA to follow up. 
JORDAN 
Embassy/Austrade 
Ian Russell, Ambassador 
Ayman Ayyash, Trade Commissioner, Austrade 
Ambassador and Trade Commissioner provided general briefing about Jordan strategy and 
market opportunities. 
H.E. Eng. Hashem AI-Shboul, Minister for Agriculture 
Eng. Mazcn Khasawueh, Secretary General, Ministry of Agriculture 
Ibrahim Abu Atileh, Assistant Director General, Ministry of Agriculture 
Dr Assad Abu Ragheb, Director, Animal Health and Production 
Dr Mohamed Keilani, Director, Animal Health Department 
Dr Fuad Aldomy, Director, Veterinary Department 
Maher Z Abu Jafar, Director, International Cooperation and Public Relations 
Talat Zandalsi, Economist (WTO Accession) 
Replaces Dr Mukhles Amarin (dec.) 
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Minister House and HE Minister AI-Shboul signed the MOU covering veterinary and 
technical cooperation between Western Australia and Jordan. HE Minister Shboul 
welcomed the assistance in development of agriculture in Jordan, during a period of 
significant change under WTO accession. 
• The Jordanian market for live cattle and sheep is very price sensitive, necessitating ongoing 
attention to efficiency gains in all parts of the supply chain. 
• Minister House opened the 3-day risk assessment workshop being delivered by Dr Tony 
Martin, AGWEST. There was wide interest from agriculture, health, supply and standards 
sections of the Jordanian government in adopting WTO-compatible risk management in 
agricultural and good trade. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development /MLA to continue development of the MOU 
relationship, and identify key opportunities for bi-lateral exchange which will facilitate 
trade development. 
• AGWEST Protection to invite Dr Assad Abu Ragheb (or delegate) to visit Western 
Australia during 2000. 
H.E. Dr Mohammed A Halaiqah, Minister of Industry and Trade 
• The new Law of Agriculture which would support significant changes to government 
management of agricultural trade under WTO was expected to be promulgated within 6 
weeks. Previous regulations of supply and price of many food products in the local market 
was being progressively wound back. 
• H.E. Dr Halaiqah indicated that US-Jordan loan arrangements only covered 33% of 
Jordanian wheat imports and encouraged Australia to examine possibilities for supplying 
part of the other 400,000 tonnes required. 
• HE Dr Halaiqah indicated that a single agency was expected to be established to cover 
food, food safety and pharmaceuticals. This was regarded as an important step forward for 
Australia trade as it would reduce the agency conflicts and bureaucracy with sometimes 
impeded imports into Jordan. 
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Action 
• A WB (Greg Harvey) is following up possible opportunities to negotiate supply of 
Australian wheat to Jordan. 
Major-General Shaher AI-N~ imi, Chief of Royal Land Forces Staff 
• The Major-General was responsible for overseeing food supplies to the Jordanian Armed 
Forces, including livestock/meat supplies, an important national security consideration. 
• Jordan was concerned with apparent collusion between Australia and New Zealand 
suppliers during recent tendering for a meat supply contract. Assurances were delivered to 
the Major-General of transparent Australian participation in any trade negotiations. 
• Indications were obtained of strong political/ Arab region pressure to open up the Jordanian 
market to Sudanese frozen meat and live animal trade. Apparently, the Director, Animal 
Health and Production has visited Sudan six times as part of this market development. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development /MLA/Austrade to follow-up contacts with Royal Land 
Forces officers regarding trade and investment opportunities. 
City of Amman 
H.E. Eng Midal al-Hadid, Lord Mayor of Amman 
• The Lord Mayor indicated his keeness to build on previous Australian support for livestock 
and meat processing/marketing in Amman (e.g. 94/95 AMLC donation of2,500 carcase 
chiller) 
• Australian assistance had been provided for slaughter-house design, and the project was 
expected to soon go to tender. The project would have 50-100% private sector investment 
(approximately $20 M), and Australian investment was being sought -- possibly involving 
a 'soft' loan. 
Action 
• MLA (Buchanan) to monitor situation and advise relevant Australian interests. 
Reception for Business and Government Representatives 
The delegation hosted a function at the Grand Hyatt Hotel for 40 local agri-food business and 
government representatives. Brief presentations were made by the Minister for Primary Industry 
and Executive Director, Agriculture Protection. 
The reception provided excellent opportunity for contacts, discussion and development of 
relationship. The video Banquet to the World was presented and all guests received the Western 
Australian publication kit. 
Henry Steingiesscr established contact with Jordanian Army Brigadier, Yacoub N. Haddad, 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Administration. Next day Brigadier came up with the ideas for the 
Jordanian Army investment in meat industry in Western Australia. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade Development to follow up individual enquiries made by attendees at 
reception. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to provide proposals for investments. 
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Aqaba Ports Corporation 
Abdul-Jaleel M~aytah, General Manager, Aqaba Ports Corporation 
Suleiman M~aytah, Director of Agriculture, Aqaba 
The Aqaba Ports Corporation is examining options for movement of many existing Main 
Port facilities to sites at the more recently developed Container Port and Industrial Port. 
This will facilitate greater tourist and commercial development of the centre of Aqaba. 
• The port has capacity to handle 20 million tonnes of cargo annually, with container traffic 
increasing at 1 1  %  p.a. 
• A number of current deficiencies with the livestock wharf (a 150 M floating berth) are 
being addressed through negotiations with shipping agents and importers. 
Mayor of Aqaba, Aqaba Region Authority 
Yousef Dalabeeh, President & Chairman of the Board 
• Mr Yousef, personal friend of the governor of WA, requested information on aquaculture and 
marine management 
Action 
• Aileen to send information to Mr Yousef 
Hijazi and Ghosheh Group 
Mr Issam Hijazi, President 
Dr Han Hijazi, General Manager 
Labib Hijazi, Owners Representative 
Zakaria I. Qasem, General Manager, Jordanian Almaraai 
• The company operates a large sheep and cattle feedlot and abattoir complex in Qweirah 
Free Zone, approximately 50 km from Aqaba. The facility with capacity for 60,000 (?) 
sheep and 10,000 (?) cattle. 
• The Merino sheep in the feedlot were of good overall but variable condition. Cattle were 
in excellent condition. Twenty fallow deer were imported as a trial shipment and 100 more 
will be imported from Australia as a gift for King Abdullah bin Al Hussein. 
• There is emerging concern among Middle East sheep importers regarding the level of 
cheesy gland infection in Australian sheep. Concern was also expressed that some 
accredited stock men on livestock vessels require further training. 
Action 
• AG WEST Protection/LEA/AQB/MLA to discuss issues regarding cheesy gland and 
examine options for achieving industry-wide vaccination against cheesy gland. 
• AG WEST Protection to examine benefits and practicality of a 'vendor declaration' 
approach to producer supply of sheep for live export. 
Trans-Jordan Livestock Company (MAWASHI) 
Mohammed S. Momani, Deputy General Manager 
• The company's feedlot is currently vacant, as a result of a sheep pox infection. 
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Dr Neil Buchanan, MLA (based at Bahrain) 
• Dr Buchanan accompanied the delegation on key site visits and meetings throughout 
Dubai, Egypt and Jordan. He is highly regarded throughout the Middle East, and has had a 
clear impact on live animal imports, post-arrival stock management and market 
development. 
• Some confusion can exist among Middle East importers as a result of the diverse range of 
Australian organisations involved with live animal exports - MLA, Live Corp, ALEC, 
AQIS, AFFA, Sheep Meats Council, Callie Council, State Government agencies. 
• Some concern was expressed regarding recent restructuring of MLA which could, 
apparently, reduce the priority given to live animal exports. This could be of concern to 
Western Australian agriculture, which is now heavily reliant on live sheep and cattle 
exports. 
• Some concern was also expressed that both MLA and Live Corp (which funds 60% of Dr 
Buchanan's position) needed to review their market development focus in relation to the 
Middle East. Apparently, Live Corp revenue from live animal exports is currently well in 
excess of project expenditure. 
• Dr Buchanan indicated that he had observed a range of pasture species in the Nejd Desert 
region of Saudi Arabia/Jordan which remained productive under extremely low rainfall. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to advise MLA Management (Richard Brooks, CEO) of 
the excellent reputation developed by Dr Buchanan, and the high priority which needed to 
be placed on continued support for the position. 
• AGWEST (T&MD, Meat, APP) to meet with WA-based exporters to ensure all key 
issues/risks for the State's live animal exports are being addressed through existing 
channels. 
• Dr Mike Ewing (AGWEST) to contact Dr Buchanan to review any previous pasture 
collections from the Nejd Desert, and consider options for future collections. 
KUWAIT 
Y.Y. Al Homaizi and Sons Co. 
Mr Yacoub Al Homaizi, Chairman 
• Mr Homaizi first imported live sheep from WA 40 years ago. He has made a major 
investment in development of the Awassi fat tail sheep in WA. He owns large grazing 
properties at Esperance and Badgingarra (total 50,000 ha) and runs approximately 250,000 
Awassi sheep. 
• Mr Homaizi appreciated the long-term support of AGWEST for the Awassi project and 
was optimistic about achieving significant premiums (up to 100% or $100/head) for 
Awassi sheep landed in Middle East markets; this was largely based on the local market 
tradition of eating low-fat sheep (i.e. fat concentrated in the fail tail rather than meat). 
Action 
• AGWEST to closely monitor market premiums for Awassi, Damara and other sheep types 
and examine options for im proving return to WA producers. 
I5 
Kuwaiti Saudi Co for Livestock Meat and Fodder 
Engr. Nayef Abdul Aziz Al-Enezi, Chairman 
Ms Rima S. Dabbous, International Sales Manager 
• It was evident that the Kuwaiti Saudi Co. was under considerable pressure as a result of the 
intense competition with KLTT. 
• Mr Al-Enezi expressed concern that a local price war involving Australian sheep could 
generate market concerns that the cheap sheep were of interior health/quality. 
• The company is importing Damara sheep ex. Australia, although other information 
indicates that it does not have market exclusivity for this breed. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection to liaise with AQIS/AFFA regarding importer concerns and strategies 
needed to ensure both sustainability of market access and competitiveness of Australian 
exports. 
Livestock Transport & Trading Co (KL TT) 
Mr Faisal A. AI-Khazam, Chairman and Managing Director 
• KLTT is the largest livestock importer into Kuwait and one of the Middle East's largest 
livestock importers. WA company, Emanual Exports Pty Ltd (Graham Daws) is a major 
supplier of live sheep to KLTT. 
• There is very strong commercial competition between KLTI and both the Kuwaiti Saudi 
Company and Saudi Arabian company Al Muwashi Al Mukairish United Co. Mr 
AI-Khazam indicated that KLTI was making a takeover bid for the Kuwaiti Saudi 
Company, and expected to soon make a public announcement. 
• Mr Al-Khazam expressed concern that the specifications for the resumption of sheep trade 
with Saudi Arabia may quickly flow on to all Middle East markets, significantly reducing 
the competitiveness of Australian sheep. 
Action 
• AGWEST Protection to liaise with MLA/Live Corp regarding benefits and strategies for a 
general Middle East promotion of the premium health status and quality of Australian 
sheep. 
SAUDI ARABIA 
Australian Embassy/Austrade 
George Atkins, Ambassador 
Damian Fisher, Senior Trade Commissioner, Austrade 
Hassan Miski, Marketing Officer, Austrade 
Riyadh Dahiyat, Marketing Officer, Austrade 
Coordination of the trade mission's visit to Riyadh, AI-Kharj City and Jeddah was provided by 
the Australian Embassy and Austrade office in Riyadh. 
• With GDP of US$186M and relatively high per capita GDP (US$9,000), the Saudi Arabian 
market of 21 .5 million people is regarded as providing a wide range of opportunities for 
Australian exports, including agricultural commodities and food products. 
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• Australia currently accounts for only $210 M of the $6,418 M of Saudi Arabia's 
agricultural trade, with WA only securing 7% of the Australian total. 
Al Mazraa Farm, AI-Kharj City 
Hamad M. AL Soghayycr, Deputy Director General, Al Bandariah Group 
Very comprehensive development, which includes stock feed production, dairy farm and dairy 
processing plant with modern technology. The greatest impediment for the further development 
of farm has been lack and costs of water. 
Riyadh Livestock Market and Slaughterhouse 
Ahmed S. Al-ali Alehlaf 
• Merino sheep from the first trial shipment of Australian sheep to Saudi Arabia for IO years 
were being sold in the market. The sheep were in excellent condition and the return of 
Australian sheep had been widely welcomed. The Merinos were bringing $90-100 in the 
market, about 20% less than local sheep. 
• The market included a wide range of Saudi Arabian and Sudanese sheep and goats. Large 
goats from the Nejd Desert region were expected to realise up to $600 retail. 
• Frozen mutton and lamb (including Australian products) had made some in-roads into 
Saudi Arabian markets in the absence of live Merino sheep, however, this was expected to 
decrease rapidly with full availability of competitively priced live sheep. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to promote success of Merino trial shipment and need 
for producers to continue to meet Saudi Arabian livestock specifications. 
Council of Saudi Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Riyadh 
Mohammed Al Motowa, Assistant Secretary General, Foreign Affairs 
Adrian A. AI-Dhuwaibi, Saudi Fisheries Company 
• The Council represents 19 regional chambers, and conducts a wide range of research, 
representation, promotion and other services to promote trade and investment. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to provide information for individual inquiries 
resulting from the meeting. 
Al Azizia Panda Supermarket 
Steve Doyle, Head of Purchasing 
• Al Azizia Panda United Inc. is the #1 supermarket chain in Saudi Arabia, despite having 
only 3% market share. The company owns 32 stores in Saudi Arabia, has strong 
expansionist plans, and expects other international supermarket chains to soon enter the 
local market. 
• The store has 25,000 active lines, matching the product range of the largest Australian 
supermarkets. Significant changes are expected throughout the Saudi Arabian food 
distribution and marketing system as the trend to larger supermarket chains takes hold 
(shift to continuous product supply rather than merchant/trader approach; consolidation of 
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agents and reduced number of suppliers delivering direct to store; more transparent 
supplier practices). 
• The food business is very competitive with margins 2% lower than Australia. The majority 
of food is imported from around the globe (e.g. fresh lettuce from Saudi Arabia, Holland, 
China, USA). 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and development to promote continuity of supply as a critical success 
factor for food exporters targeting Saudi Arabia. 
Reception - Australian Ambassador's Residence 
George Atkins, Ambassador 
Jeremy Bruer, First Secretary 
Sunny A. Angeles, Mediterranean Nutrition Ltd 
Abdi A. Hussain, National Company for Manufacturing Foodstuffs and Marketing Ltd 
Isaak A. Digo, Badan 
Abdullah M. Al-Rayes, Rana Investment Company 
Action 
• AGWEST to provide follow-up to individual enquiries. 
Saudi Joint Stock Co (Al Mawashi Al-Mukairish United Co), Jeddah 
Dr Salem Ahmed Al-Melibary, General Manager 
John Nicholson, Shipping Manager 
• The company operates a 120,000 capacity sheep feedlot at Jeddah. At the time of the visit 
it held 65,000 sheep and goats, principally Australian Merino and Sudanese fat-tail sheep. 
The company has a contract to supply 300,000 sheep for the Al Hajj (The Pilgrimage) 
festive period. 
• The Merino sheep ex the first trial shipment were in excellent condition. The initial market 
has been slow due to the completion of existing supply contracts for other types of sheep, 
however, the company is confident that demand will steadily improve. 
Action 
• AGWEST to work with exporters and MLA/AQIS to ensure that Saudi Arabian market 
specifications and trends are clearly communicated to sheep producers. 
Food 2000 Saudi Arabia, Jeddah 
• AGWEST Trade and Development and Austrade operated a stand at this food technology 
exhibition, at which 24 countries and 250 major exhibitors were participated. 
• Contact was made with Dr Abdullah ibu Abdullah AL-Obaid, Deputy Minister for 
Agricultural Research and Development Affairs, who opened the exhibition. 
• The Exhibition was well covered by local media during the show. 
• The Minister Monty House hosted Saudi Arabian Deputy Minister for Agriculture who 
briefly visited our booth. This event was covered by TV. 
• Approximately 80 businessmen from Saudi Arabia visited booth and with about 30 
expression of interest for various form of trade cooperation and investment. 
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• Approximately 150 Western Australian publication kits including the lists of exporters 
were distributed. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade Development to follow up individual inquiries made by Saudi Arabian 
businessmen. 
• AGWEST International will liase with Abdulatif Allnafa Trading Est to clarify the inquiry 
regarding to the stock feed and meat processing plant in Saudi Arabia. 
• AGWEST Trade and Development and Austrade to follow up the inquiry from AL-Khaluf 
Meat Processing Factory (Mr Abdulalah AI-Wabhy) regarding to investment in live sheep 
farming in Western Australia (existing sheep farms in Saudi Arabia running out of water). 
Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry 
Mr Ismail Abou Dawood, Chairman 
Mohammed A. Al Sharif, Assistant Secretary General for Commercial and Industry Affairs 
Anas Ben Ali Al Abdulwhed, Manger Port and Transportation Dept. 
• Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry is very strong government's agency, which can 
provide business information, contacts, exhibition facilities and organise trade missions. 
Action 
• AGWEST Trade and Development to provide information for individual inquiries 
resulting from the meeting. 
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APPENDIX A 
DELEGATION PARTICIPANTS 
Listed below are the participants going to the Middle East. 
The Hon Monty House 
Minister for Primary Industry; Fisheries 
Ms Aileen Murrell 
Principal Policy Officer 
Minister for Primary Industry; Fisheries 
Mr Rob Delane 
Executive Director 
AGWEST Agriculture Protection 
Agriculture Western Australia 
Mr Henry Steingiesser 
Manager, AGWEST Trade and Development 
Agriculture Western Australia 
Mr Besko Trhulj 
Manager, Market Intelligence 
AGWEST Trade and Development 
Agriculture Western Australia 
Mr Tony York 
Primary producer/Chairman of the Trade and Market Development Partnership Group 
Mr Chris Gilmour 
Primary producer/Chairman of the South Coast Regional Partnership Group 
Mr Donald Hammarquist 
Primary producer 
Mr Richard Metcalf 
Primary producer 
Mr Greg Harvey 
Regional Manager, WA 
Australian Wheat Board Limited 
Mr Peter Lang 
Managing Director 
Fares Rural Co. Pty Ltd 
Mr Graham Daws 
Export Manager 
Emmanuel Exports 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM OF THE DELEGATION 
MONDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2000 
Depart Perth 
Depart Singapore to Dubai 
TUESDAY, 8 FEBRUARY 2000 
PERTH - DUBAI 
DUBAI 
Arrive Dubai (United Arab Emirates) 
Briefing by Mr John Yeudall, Australian Senior Trade Commissioner 
Lunch meeting hosted by Mr Essa Al Ghurair of Gulf Import and Export Co. (Company has 
UAE's largest flour mill and pulse processing facility). 
Visit to Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority. 
Dinner hosted by IFFCO, Emirates Grain Products Co. 
WEDNESDAY, 9 FEBRUARY 2000 DUBAI 
Visiting feedlot of Emirates Livestock Meat Trading Company.- KLTT (Mr Salah AI Bassam) 
Meeting with Khalid M Sharif, Head of Food Control Section (Dubai Municipality) 
Meeting with Food and Veterinary expert from Dubai (Dr Neil Buchanan of MLA to join) 
Visiting Al Muwashi & Al Mukairish Al Khaleejca Co (Second largest importer of livesheep) 
This visit will include following: 
• Meeting with General Manager Mr Turki Al Rashoud 
• Visit Dubai Butchery (abattoir) 
Visit feedlot in Dhaid (Sharjah) 
Lunch hosted by Mr Salah AI Bassam (KL TT Dubai) 
WA Agriculture and Fisheries Industry Presentation and Cocktail Reception 
THURSDAY, 10 FEBRUARY 2000 DUBAI-CAIRO 
DUBAI 
Meeting with 8.C. George, General Manager Farm Fresh Meat LLC 
Visit Spinneys Supermarket 
Depart Dubai 
CAIRO 
Arrive Cairo 
Dinner hosted by Australian Senior Trade Commissioner 
FRIDAY, 11 FEBRUARY 2000 
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CAIRO 
Visiting Egyptian Museum, Pyramids and Sphinx 
SATURDAY, 12 FEBRUARY 2000 CAIRO 
Briefing by Ambassador and Senior Trade Commissioner 
Visit of Five Star Flour Mills (Joint venture AWB with Egyptians) 
Meeting with Mr Danny Fakhry, Chairman of fares Group and Hassan EI Gayar and visit to 
Hassan's feedlot in Ismailia. Hassan's company is the largest live cattle importer from Western 
Australia (Fares Rural). 
Lanch hosted by Hassan El Ghayar 
WA Agriculture and Fisheries Industry Presentation and Cocktail Reception 
SUNDAY, 13 FEBRUARY 2000 CAIRO - AMMAN 
CAIRO 
Meeting with HE Dr YoussefWali, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Agriculture 
Meeting with Sainsbury's (Mark Venables, Dir. Strategy, IT and Mr Jerry Callanan, Dir. Supply 
Chain Management) 
Meeting with Prof Dr Hassan Abdel Aziz Aidaros, Head of general Organisation for Veterinary 
Services) 
Meeting with HE Hassan Khedr, minister of Supply and Home Trade 
Visit of Grand Cairo Bakery with Dominic Hogan 
Visit and tour of Basatin slaughterhouse 
Visit Alfa Supermarket 
Press Conference 
Depart Cairo (Egyptair MS 814) 
AMMAN 
Arrive Amman (Queen Alia International Airport) 
MONDAY, 14 FEBRUARY 2000 AMMAN 
Briefing by Au st ralian Ambassador and Austrade 
Meeting and signing MOU with HE Eng. Hashem AI-Shboul (includes press conference) 
Meeting HE Dr Mohammad Halaiqah, Minister of Industry and Trade 
Meeting with Major-general Shaher Al-Na'imi 
Meeting HE Eng Nidal Al-Hadid, Mayor of Amman 
Dr Hijazi & Gosheh (livestock importer from Western Australia, visit processing facilities, 
feedlot) 
Visit Amman Slaughterhouse (accompanied by Austrade representative) 
WA Agriculture and Fisheries Industry Presentation and Cocktail Reception 
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TUESDAY, 15 FEBRUARY 2000 AMMAN - AQABA - AMMAN 
Depart Amman for Aqaba. 
AQABA 
Arrive Aqaba, accompanied by Austrade and Embassy Officials. 
Visits included Port facilities, Qweira-Hijazi and Gosheh facilities, Trans Jordan feedlot 
Meeting with Mayor of Aqaba 
Depart Aqaba 
Arrive Amman 
WEDNESDAY, 16 FEBRUARY 2000 
Depart Amman (Kuwait Airways KU 562 ) 
KUWAIT 
Arrive Kuwait 
Visit supermarket 
Dinner hosted by Al Homaizi 
THURSDAY, 17 FEBRUARY 2000 
AMMAN - KUWAIT 
KUWAIT- RIYADH 
Meeting with Kuwaiti Saudi Co for Livestock (Chairman AI Enezi) 
Meeting with KL TT (Chairman Faisal Al Khazam) 
Visit KLTT meat processing plant and meat market 
Lunch hosted by Ministry of Industry 
RIYADH (JORDAN) 
Arrive Riyadh 
FRIDAY, 18 FEBRUARY 2000 
Visit to AL-Mazra Dairy Farm in Al- Kharj area 
SATURDAY, 19 FEBRUARY 2000 
RIYADH 
RIYADH 
Visit to Riyadh's livestock market and slaughterhouse 
Meeting at Riyadh Council of Saudi Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Visit Azizia Panda Supermarket Branches 
WA Agriculture and Fisheries Industry Presentation and Cocktail Reception (Ambassador's 
residence). 
SUNDAY, 20 FEBRUARY 2000 
Depart Riyadh 
JEDDAH 
Arrive Jeddah 
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RIYADH - JEDDAH 
Meeting with Al Muwashi AI-Mukairish United Co and visit to Feedlots 
Tour of "Saudi Food & Hotel 2000" Exhibition (opening ceremony) 
Dinner hosted by AI-Mukairish Group 
MONDAY, 21 FEBRUARY 2000 JEDDAH 
Visit to Jeddah Islamic Port 
Meeting with group of businessman in Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Lunch hosted by Jeddah chamber of Commerce and Industry 
TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2000 
Depart Jeddah to Singapore 
WEDNESDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2000 
Arrive Singapore 
Depart Singapore 
Arrive Perth International Airport 
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JEDDAH - SINGAPORE 
SINGAPORE - PETH 
BUSINESS CARDS OF CONTACTS 
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APPENDIX C 
THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
BUSINESS CARDS OF CONTACTS 
GROUP OF COMPANIES GIANT 
(Import & Distribution . Foods Division) LIFCO TRADING CO. L.L.C. 
Division of LIFCO Group 
l 
% 
• 
Assandas N. Kewlani 
General Manager 
Raed J. Hassan 
Manago 
Shank Trading Co. LL.C 
6. AI Kif±f Center 
Trade Center Rod 
P.0. Bo 71 
Krm, Dub»i (UA.E.) 
rel. :(9714) 196 5550 
Fa :(9714) 196 555l 
Direct (9714) 3196 3312 
E-madt: stcdxb@emirates.net.ae 
Had Ottlce: 
Tel, · 9 7 1 - 8 - 33 5 635  
Fax : 9 7 1 . 6 - 335 639  
E-mail ; litco @ emirates.net.a6 
Al Ras Showroom 
Tol. 971.4-2262429 
P.0.Box: 7047 Dubai UA.E 
Baku- Office 
Nlzami St. 103, 
Baku, Azerbaijan 
Tel. : + 99 412 982925 
Tel/Fax. +99 412 982926 
GIANT GROUP OF COMPANIES 
(Import & Distribution - Foods Division) Avant Consulting 
R.K. Gidwani (Raju) 
Assistant Manager Pa M-kt% 
Mana0in Partner 
Shkr Trading Co. LL.C 
6. AI Kifaf Center 
TeAde Center Road 
P.0. Bar 713 
Karam, Duba (U.A.E.J 
Tel. (9714) 196 5550 Et. 1HI 
Fa :(9714) 196 5551 
Mobile :(97150) 653 8547 
E-mail: stedrb@emirates.net.e 
Suite 416,A!ML D%rs, 
D.0.Ba 50194, Ddat, Uit«d A»oE Eastes. 
14. +971-50.7943590 
fa. +971.4-2988038 
f.ah+f+to@%tole.A.% 
GULFCO 
GULF TRADING & 
REFRIGERATING L.L.c. 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
c% 
Fakhruddin R, Hardwarewala oso voe 
At OwtmA B.Coen. (Hons)A.C.A 
Financial Controller 
Gulf Import & Export Co. ' 
-----c:----:7:c-----�-------�:i, Management Office; 
.O. Box 5326 Dubai United Arab Emirates 
Tel. : +  9714 222 00 99 Ext. 124 
Fa + 9714222 32 99 TR.. 49638 GIEX EM 
E-mail : fakheuddin@giexdubal.co.ae 
RAFIK KHATIB 
Manager 
Food Services Division 
Tel. 
Fax 
Mobile 
.0.8ox 
00971-4-3371400 
00971-4-3372898 
00971-50-6767969 
1003, DUBAI 
; 
t 
' 
l 
Dr. IRFAN HASHMI 
B E , M S  (USA),PD (AUS 
TECHNICAL MANAGE 
K. P. MOHAN 
r 
t- -l! rt4ill Ks, d
GULF MEAT CO. L.L.C. 
Essa Al Ghurair 
General Manager 
Gulf Import & Export Co. 
Management Of\c: 
PO. Box 5326 Dubai - United Arab Emirates 
Tel. + 971 4 2220099 
Fax + 971 42223299 Tl 49638 GIEX EM 
E-mail essa@giexdubal.co.a 
Al GURA 
P. 0. 80X : 4843. ABU DHABI - U.A. E, 
TEL. : (02) 731173 
FAX : 732473 
E-Mall- gulfmeat (@ emirates.net.e 
SAMI KHAN 
ALMA FOODSTUFF (LLc� 7 
IMPORTERS. WHOLESALERS 
DISTRIBUTORS, FOR FROZEN POULTRY 
MEATS. SEA FOOD, AND 
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
NATIONAL FLOUR MILLS CO. (LL.C.) 
(CENTER FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES] 
P.O. Box 780 Dubai - U.A.E 
Tel. : +971-4-8071258, Mobile : +971-50-6502951 
Fax: +971-4-816052 
E-mail : irtan@ntmodubai .co.ae 
An ISO 9002 Certified Company 
P.0. 8OX 55575, DUBAI- U.A.E. TEL + 854080, DIR + 8$1$9 
MOBILE : 050-6442094, FAX : 8$0282 
Fax 691137 
Emad iports 0chodtram.com 
Tel. OM1. 666670 
Tel. Di 625775 
Mobile (050) 6581716 l 
oftiee of 
YOUSEF HUSSAIN 
Advocates &Legal Consultants 
i 
NARESH MANSHANI 
T. CHOITHRAM & SONS 
P 0 Box 5249 DUBAI - U A. E  
YOUSEF HUSSAIN ALSAHLA WI 
Advocate 
A0cit 
SIERRA LEONE, LIBERIA, TOGO, CAME ROON, BENIN, TANZANIA 
OMAN, OATA, BAHRAIN, CANARY ISLANDS, SPAIN, INDIA, THAILAND 
VIETNAM, BUMA INDONE SIA, TAIWAN, HONGKONG, JAPAN, USA. UK 
Dubai Creel Tower, Baiy Road. Dein. h Foor Off. No.1.4 
Tel. 009714,322171  Fr 009714 2127767-P.0. Bo1.2601- DtarUAE 
SALAH A. R. AL BASSAM 
Executive Manager 
;-JAMA+re 
Sui Al 
tk Joginder Arora 
GENERAL MANAGER 
el. Or. 384545 
Direct let, 386573 
Telex. 46832 KADS EM 
Fox. 3833454383356 
PO Box 1243. Dubai 
United Arab Emirates 
moil itires@emirates net0e 
internet hone pogo wwwicholeejtimes.0oon 
Philip Smith 
AREA MANAGER 
Tel. : 857900 (8 Lines) 
Direct : 851503 
Moblle : 050-3446523 
TLC. : 47859 HKENT EM 
Fax ; 854326 
H. K. ENTERPRISES LLC. 
P. 0. Box 60092 
DUBAI 
U.A.E. 
Tel : (04) 8801118 - Fr: (04) 8801119 (+1)4·1114 4li(·t)441M1A ail4 
Tr. 45787KLTTC, P.0.Bar55540 Dubai,DAE t'· at+ e A N  A.  
Livestock Transport & Trading Co. 
Dubai Bnnd 
w r t 4 ti  +!it tot rrw+ u et!qlu 
P.0.B6 67 Dubai UA.E.Tel 2215555 Tele1 45688 Baladya EM- Fur 971-4-2246666 
AMMAN- JORDAN 
Tel.:6-4643073 
:6-4643072 
Fa1;6-4648133 
P0.80¥:840915 
Gerasa Insurance Co Arab Weavers 
Union Mills 
AMMAN - JORDAN 
Tel 16-4022792 
Fa :8-4022794 
Mob. 079.555911 
P.0.Box3369 
Ju 
r\!' A 
Munir Kaloti 
President 
Kaloti Jewellery 
K&HTrdg.Co 
DUBALUA E 
Tel :2254092 
Far :2254147 
Mob.'050-6259470 
P.0.80r:7913 
SHARJAH U A. E  
Tel.:5557316 
Far5551295 
ehli,A1Ju 
L uu 
U0 i0/«Huie- 
Khalid Mohd. Sharif A!-Awadi 
lead ot Food Control Section 
Food Control Section / Public Health Dept 
Tel I. 
(9714)2064201 (wt) 6.wt. 
Fax ;(9714) 2231905 (wt) rrr.+.Su 
1 t  
p  i  o  n  e  e  r  $  o  4  F  e  s  h  n  e  $  
4i 4e l , tt .  
4eA, 
uutu AA/eh'et' 
Dr. Hisham Ahmed Fahmi 
Head of Vet Services Section 
Vet. Services Section/ Public Health Dept 
0#fie (9714)8573435 (wt)Arr+ 
Mob. (050) 62604240 ( e r r .  au  
Pg6 93749953 rv4er 
F (9714)85297 (w) +rw f 
d.,4aw 
DUBA «OPAL TY 
wt r acl  u!kale tat. r+++ AL r! w u  
P.0.Bar 67 Dub UAE. Tel 215555 Tle1 45683 Baldy EM - Fur 971-4-246666 
9±=4l5till9 «cLal/ cl,Lah1 d 
Emirates Industrial & Trading Co. Ltd. 
ARUNAS P. PALIULIS 
Commercial Director 
MUHAMED CATIC 
Director, Business Development 
Tele RS 20900 1FFCO 
E-mail. crcosg@ pacific.netsg £.mad dininono@emirates.net.pe 
Emirates Refining Co. Pte. Ltd. 
8 Temasek Boulevard 
Suntec City Tower 
41.01, Singapore 038988 
http//wwwetc-ua com 
Tel 887.4400 
836.4400 
Fax 887-4700 
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INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFF CO 
p 0 8ox 4 1 1 5  
Sharan 
Umted Arab Emirates 
Tel 971-6-5283388 
Fax 971-6-5286505 
HIP 971506267518 
IQBAL USMAN 
DIRECTOR 
Seville Products Ltd. 
B . K .  MENON 
Director 
INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO 
EMIRATES INDUSTRIAL & TFADING CO. LTD 
CORPORATE OFFICE 
POST 8OX 4115 
SHARJAH 
United Arab Emirates 
TEL 06-5334969 
FAX. 06 -5333180 
TELEX 68855 IFFCO EM 
E-mail iftco@emirates net ae 
Post Box 4115 
Sharjah 
UNITED AFAB EMIRATES 
Tel. 971-6-5286565 
Dir 9716-5284628 
Fax 971-6-5286505 
E-Mail bnonon Gitt0o.0Orn 
Sanjeev Bhatia 
DIRECTOR FEROZ ALLANA 
Emirates Grain Products Co. L.L.C. 
Posr 8OX 24275 
S+4Af.AH 
UNITED AAB EMIRATES 
TEL.' 00 9 7 1 - 6 - 5 2 868 00  
FAX : 00 9 7 1 6 - 5 2 8 2 86 8  
MOBILE 00971-50-6464114 
E-Mail shatia @iftco.corn 
POST 8OX 4115 
SHARIAH 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
TEL.+06-$28 2966 
FAX;06-5$28 29 29 
TELEX 688SS IFFCO EM 
D. JAIN 
Managing Director 
Tel. (010) . +971 4 2821191 
: +971 4 2825115/2822859 
• 050-6514472 
45487 KHAIR EM 
AL KHAI 
Fax 
Mobile 
Telex 
Cable 
MOHAMMAD OMAR BIN HAIDER GROUP 
Sharique Ahmad 
Group Business Development Manager 
A DIVISION OF 
SHOWLAG GROUP 
SHOWLAG 
EXHIBITIONS E 
PO. Box N6, 909, Dubai. UA.E. Tel (971 4) 31977 800/96 Et. 22I 
F.(9744) 197799.email info@@be to, website//www.ebe.to Toll Free 800 4318 
P.0.Box :3555, DUBAI, U.A.E 
Emait business_dev_managr mobhgr0up.com 
Prakash K. Nat 
Cargo Marketing Manager 
The International Airline of the U.A.E. 
PO Box 686, Dubai - U.A.E 
Tel. Oft 971 4 2951111, Dir 971 4 2033400 
Tel. Res, 9714 194948 
Fax 97442954049 
Sit HDQFZEK 
Eanail ' menen@@emirates.con 
Emirates 
Ram C. Menen 
Senior General Manager Cargo 
2l 
5 
PO. Box 686. Duba -U.A.E 
Tel. Oft 971 42951111, Die,_971 4 2033412 
Tel Res., 971 4 316669 
Fax 9714295404 
Telex 48085 EMAIR EM 
Sit HDQFBEK 
E-mail prkashnir@emirates.corn 
The International Airline of the U.A.E. 
Emirates 
fdtan, (hoed ~n idem 
Chura4 Managing Deeter 
PO 80x 17000. DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
TEL +71-4.815000 GENERAL +97148040500 DIRECT 
FAX 971.4816091, ILX 47198 DPA EM 
Internet sulyem@emirates et e 
f 
Ali K. AI Jallaf 
Director 
DUBAI PORTS 
AUTHORITY 
DAVID GIBBONS 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
PO.Box  17000, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Tel 971.4-8040510, Mobile 050-6546733, Res. 971-4 3444541 
Fax 971-4 816320,Res. Fax 9714 349708 
E-mail david. gibbons @dpa.co.ae 
954, 
' • • or go Po.8ox 2525 Dubai, UA.E Tel 2822323.2822575 
Fax 2822793 
TL 46678 CIVAV EM 
Emal akpallat @ ca gov.ae 
Web wwwdubacargovillage corn 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION 
E 
DUA POTS 
AUTHORITY 
d«bed At ABBAS Gour 
Et. 971  4  521000, ¥ 
. o. o x  2  D o i . ~ ;  + 5 2 o  
£Mit group«al,bl. co wa , ,' e d  Arb £mites 
e ttg//www.alab/bas.doe 
bL 1». 
ahh, »--" u 
Dr. Yazid Mallat 
Marketing a d  Business 
Development Manager 
Jebel All Fro Zone 
Authority 
EMIRAT.,CARD 
9.0.Box: 6055 
DUBAI 
United Arab Emirates 
Om T. Mehta 
Business Development Director 
llafizz Driest 
Tel 3373435 /350666 
Fax3370289 /351577 
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PO. Box No, 9309, Dubai, UAE 
Tel (971 4) 397 7800 
Fax, (971 4) 397 7900 
Mobile (050) 695163l 
email info@@cbe to, website//www.ebe.to 
Toll Free 800 4338 
division of Sowl Tefig Corporation 
Government of Dubai 
Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority 
AHMED BUTT! AHMED 
ASST. MANAGING DIRECTOR 
P.0. Box 17000, Duba - United Arab Emirates 
Tel. : 971-4-816154, Telefax 971-4-815549 
E-Mail ahmedba @ emirates.net.ae - ahm6d.butti dpa.0o.a6 
Government of Dubai 
Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority 
KHALID K. ALMUTAWA 
SALES & MARKETING MANAGE 
SALES 6 MARKETING DEPT. 
9.0. Box 17000, Duba - tatted Arab Emirates 
Tel. 9714-8040261, 971-4815000, Fx: 9714-815001 
Web site http//www.jatza.co.as, E-Mall . k.mutawa Gatza.co.a6 
P.P. Kariappa 
General Manager 
$ill$ll$ 
i «yhe,uh--led.Mr a u  
( £ ) 4 1 0 . 4 0S u4 . ( 4 ) 4 1 0 \ 1 °  4U4 
E-mail: qualpro @ emirates.net.ae. 
Sy9o?yo 
+th!null>U 
! ='a 
e  
o  
ill'Lil 
vi$rr 
& 
9714.378852 
et Arab mirate 
1 9 7 1 4 7 0 1 t 0  
4598 KMBRO EM 
.m. brothers 
o 2044 
bat 
HASSAN BIN AL SHAIKH 
PAPE CONVERTING & HYGIENIC DISPOSABLES 
AND PLASTIC INDUSTRIES 
■ 
HASSAN BIN AL SHAIKH FOOD INDUSTRIES 
■ 
HASSAN BIN Al SHAIKH GENERAL TRADING 
■ 
MODERN PRINTING PRESS AND STATIONERY 
Pp.ccoc-UT 
o&t ct4 &Gr o f  
csveccee 8 as?&f 
l 
i D U B A I  
!  TEL: 2823338 / 2823655 
2823040 / 2823317 
FAX: (971 4) 2823041 
P.0. 80X 1042, DUBAI 
CABLE : WOOERNPRESS' 
TELEX : 45998 MODERN EM 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

Government of Egypt 
SOCIAL FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT 
Dr. Hussein M. EI Gammal 
Managing Director MOUSTXF &OUDI CHAIRMAN 
M E D  T A D E  Co. 
Hussein Hegazi Street, off Kast EI Aini Street, Cairo, EGYPT 
Tel. 3540077-3559877 Fax 3550628 
E-mail sfdmis @ powermail.intouch.com 
E-mail hussoin_elgammal @ stdegypt.0rg 
4, AUAAT HARB STREET 
CAIRO • £GYPT 
P. 0. 80X 2173 
Cable; INTER2ZONE 
hl�n435716783U4 
Tl. 9324 4£0I UN 
22082 MEDI UN 
83266 MEX UN 
Fu 771861 
GR@UP 
CLEOPATRA 
Mohamed 9M. 96ou 'Elenein 
@ 
EMEPAC 
Egyptian Company for Production 
Marketing & Exporting Agricultural Crops 
Dr Youssef Abdel Rahman 
Chairman 
lead 0toe 36 Ahmed Abel A St., AMohers-001, Cairo, Egypt 
Tel.(+202) 3606328-6 F.(+202) 3612867 
Factory 10. Ramadan City A1 T'6l. (+202) 5748810 F8 (+2015) 410673 
£4Mait cloptra int0uh.0OM 
MEAT & L I V E S T O C K  
A  U  S  T  #  A  L  I  A  
David Jones 
Manager, Marketing Services 
Middle Et Region 
5th Floor, Ytoemn Centre, Airutcabi Ro.sad, Mccra, Babin 
P . 0 .  Box 5 8 2 2 ,  M a n a m a ,  B a h r a i n  
Tel (973) 223003, Fr (973) 225394, Re (973) 690885 
Mob. 9699154, £-Mail: mlabah@betelo.com.bh 
La Center for Adult and Continuing Education 
LE Te American University in Cairo 
Latifa Fahmy 
Business Studies Division 
28 Falaki St, Bab EI-Louk, P.O. Box 2511,  Cairo. Egypt 
Tel.: (2-02) 357-6861 - Fax: (2-02) 357-6858 
Email: Latifa@aucegypt.edu 
mmsr+owes Sr0#/l 
" .  HASSAN BADAWy 
A CJ. Technical Ma11ag1:>r � 
A ' < lh c s  Fe.t a 
I! 11�"�' G,,r,� Bldg °'1"1\llt lbn El•Kha!l�b St N�•, C,1, (' um � 
1et +(202) 41923 22 (5toes ) 415 4 546 [ Lo 
+  +(2?02418 10 36 11 O'81 SFWA LAN 
Mot t 0 4 t o e  
346, King Faisal St, Pyramids, Giza - Egypt P.0. Box: 11 Giza 
Tel. ++20-2-583 0281/ 583 0282 / 583 0283 / 583 0284 
Fax: ++20-2-583 0277/ 583 0264 
, S 1l AM 
(@do 
Monter 
Mt. 9ta-2.6 
6/£A 
e6 . 20 2  32a'p 
Prof. Dr. Ing. 
AMIN MOBARAK 
Member of Parliament 
Head of Energy & Industry Committee - Egyptian Parliament 
Tel (02) 5720724. 3547514 Fax :(02) 5714185 
E-Mail: aminm@idscl.gov. eg 
Prof. Dr. HASSAN AIDAROS 
Chairman 
General Organization for 
Veterinary Services (GOVS) 
Phone (202) 1481750 
Faw e02) 3$069 
Na6eel 94. 'ELhor6agi 
Production Spocialist 
« t i  vlo, u La«-.t 
FIVE STAR FLOUR MILLS CO. «s.A.E 
Factory 
Ataqa industrial Estate 
Al Adab/ya, Suez A R.E 
Tl.. 062/36 1953 
Fax 062/361951 
Reglstared Address; 
8 Moharamn Shawy St, Heliopolis A. R E  
Tel. :(02) 4147442 
Fax..(02) 4147441 
Mobile 0123211092 
I 
( 
w 
------------ 
L.S.E. INZENJERING 4.0.0. - Pore& 
PORE, M.Zepui6 6· Tel/uc ++385 (0)529452 305 
TAR, Leal 57· Tel.: ++385 (0)592/443 323, 443 604, 443 605 
PULA, Spliti S· Tel,/fuc +-+318$ (0)520216 749 
ISTRA, HR VATSKA (CROAT1A) 
t''y .- 
di.a. Lovorko SLAMA r,, 
direltor  
FARES GROUP HOLDINGS 
.4 
a i NAELA H. ALLOUBA 
16 Shont Pacha Street Caito 
elex 21713 NAHAL UN 
E-mail nahat @ mst 
1el 3922272/ 3950699 
Fax 02-3938224 
mist . com. eg 
DANNY FAKHRE 
PRESIDENT 
LONDON TEL 0171 823 3990, F4X 0171 823 30655, NOBILE. 0831 488488 
CIRO TEL 360 1855, TUX 21117 I€FS UN, FAX 349 9523, MOBILE 012 211 96.30 
Ktrst 1wain & Import 
Hassan M. EI-Gayar 
Chairman 
Head Office: 
12, Ramo Gardens Big., Ommar 
bn EMhattab St, Nasr City,Cairo 
Tel. :+(202) 419 23 22 (5is) 
+(202) 415 45 46 (5 Lins) 
Fax.. +(202) 418 10 36 
Ti. :20781 SFWA UN 
Car : +(2010) 21 30 55 
Port Said; 
16 (A) Memphis St, Free Zone 
Tel. .+(2066) 22 91 99 
+(2066) 231 56 10 
+(2066) 23'80 36 
Fax :+(2066) 23 94 53 
TB. :63554 GAY4 UN 
Eng 
Moustafa Sherine EI-Gayar 
Vice Cholrmon 
12, Famo Gardens Big, Ommar tbn EKhattab St, Nasr City, CAlro 
Tel.: +(2 02) 419 23 22 (5 ies) +(2 02) 415 45 46 (5 lio&is) 
Fa: +(2 02) 418 10 36 Te : 2078i SFWA UN 
Mob. ' +(2 012) 214 26 00 
­ 
Prof. Dr. HASSAN AIDAROS 
Chairman 
General Organization for 
Veterinary Services (GOVS) 
Mountr A. Fakhry Abdel Nour 
Managing Director 
I -mail' govs@idsc .gov .eg 
Phone (202) 3481750 
Fas (202) 3350692 
Socit& gypto-Fraise 
pour le tofustrtes Agro-Alimentadres (SEFLAA] 
@ 
EMEPAC 
Egyptian Company for Production 
Marketing & Exporting Agricultural Crops 
Dr. Youssef Abdel Rahman 
Chairman 
6, rue Bahiedta Barakat 
Giza, Le Caire, Egpte 
Tele phone ; 6701615 
Tele + 20295 SEFLA UN 
Fer ;6702187 
Jalal Abu-Gazaleh 
Managing Director 
346, King Faisal St., Pyramids, Giza -Egypt P.0. Box 11 Giza 
Tot ++20-2-583 0281/ 583 0282 / 583 0283/ 583 0284 
Fa¥ .++20-2-583 0277/583 0264 
Daintro Food4 Egypt 
log R.0. or 1M, Doi 12311, Gu Egypt 
0toe 28 AlAvar Street. Mohonsin Cord, Egypt 
w +202811884 3973811 fa: +202 3972457 0bl +2 010 65558 
footory. Plot 230, Central indurte 00«, Bo City, Suit Roi Egypt 
Joi0lontr.toot.corn www.onto00oen 
Dr Mark Venables 
Manager 
Knowledge Group 
Sainsbury's Supermarkets Ltd 
Stamford House 
Stamford Street London SE1 9LL 
Telephone 0171695 5709 
Facsimile 0171-695 7595 
Mobile 0802-817717 
Internet make.venables@tao.sainbuy.co.uke 
n, Vee€e12.see·90y«% 
$ 
a.] 
Gerry Callanan M.B.A. 
Director of Supply Chain and IT 
/ be o4oleos74 
SAINSBURY'S 
� .. International Establi�hmentl 
.w For Food security 
Fares Group 
Eng. 9M. 96def Rafanan '° 
General manager SS 
v ""======== 
Moustafa Abdel Alim 
Director of Asian and Australia 
Foreign Agriculture Relation 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Abu! Fotouh tower 22d floor 
56 Gamet EI Dowal AI Arabia St., 
Mohandesseen - Giza 
eor e / 2 / 2 1 4 y o /  
Moustafa Abdel Alim 
Director of Asian and Australia 
Foreign Agriculture Relation¢ 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Tel.: 3601855 
Fr: 3499523 
Hm.: 5820405 
Car (010) 212533 
: 
' I 
I I 
I \  
l t  
i  
!  
Tel 3376$89 
Arb public ot Egypt 
ld. 9dt.. I4I 26.l.. 
Coal lad 
Tel.: 3376989 
CONRAD 
INTERNATIONAL 
Medhat Hassan 
Floor Service coordinator 
Conrad International Cairo 
P.O. Box 2044 Ataba 
1 1 9 1  Corich El Nil 
Cairo - 11221 Egypt 
Telephone (20-2) 5808000 
Fax (20-2) 5808080 

Agoculturat Engoeo 
Mazen Khasawneh 
Secretary General Ministry ol Agoculture 
»el ' gt.en ow 
AL.TADAMON (SI. Met & Livestock Trade 
ADEL AL - AYYAT 
General Manager 
fer Ott«c 962 6 568864.2 
+ 9626569251$ f% #es $1$1990 
po8ox 2099 Annan - Jorda 
Eon.ad rn«pen. nol corn 
Tel 886660 Fax 871658 P.0.B0x (1825) AMMAN 1 1 1 1 8  J0DAN 
Mobile 48085 Home 4390138 
Abdul Muvi LhA 
Executive Manager 
Tel. 06 -659470 Fax. 06 -647470 Mobile 079/ 31473 
E-mail :Lahham@go.com jo. Amman - Jordan 
Ministry of Agriculture 
9Maler Z. 916u 'afar 
Director 
International Cooporation 
and Public Relation 
Tel. Office: 5686151 - Res. 5345011 - Fax. 5686310 
PO. Box 1480 AI-Jubaiha 11941 Amman - Jordan 
al« dl4 sll al all j 
Lhhm Live Stock &e Met Tding Corp 
Emal minister@rit.go.Jo 
Po.box 2019 Code No 11181 Aran 
Dr.Mohammad A. Halaiqah 
Mielstr of industry& Tee 
The Hashemite Kingdom Of Jordan 
Tel. 5661774.$607191 
Fat. $69/9464 
Tel: (962-6) 5697516 
(962-6) 5697517 
Ft.:(962-6) 5697147 
P.0.Box 142124 
Amman 11814 Jordan 
e.malt: ti/@go.com.jo 
2o 4 4 % 4 2  
Mohammed S. Momani 
Deputy Geel lager 
Labib Hijazi 
Owners Representative 
Tel 886155 -886166 -886177-Fax. 962 6 88621l 
Tl 24122 Hijazi Jo -P.O. Box 183292 Amman, Jordan 
. I 
HIJAZI & GHOSHEH FOOD STUFFS CO. 
7�' Hijaz:i & Ghosheh Group 
"i 
Trans . Jordan Livestock Co 
(MAWASHI) 
M 
Dr. Hani Hijari 
General Manager 
D.V.M, M.Se, P.D. 
Director of Veterinary Department 
Veterinary Department 
Mialstry of Agrieltrt 
1a t. 0096 2  6  48861$5FA± 6 488621t. fLK. 24122 Mir! "o 
t "  p,0ox 183292 Annen 44ft8 Jordan 
alt:hgg4go.corn.Jo 
Telefx: + + (64127901 
Tel. Oft.: + + (64126701 
Tel. es :+ + (6)4160106 
P.0. Box 2395 
Arnn Jordan 
Smalt: Vet[o@index.com lo 
Illinistry of Industry and Trade 
Hana Uraidi 
WO unit 
Tel 962 6 5607191 
Fax. 962 6 5603721 
5684692 
p0Box 2019 Amman 
Telex. 21163 
e-mail h_uraidi @ hotmail.com 
• 
1 
s. 
Gose 
$~ii) 
• 
" gap); 
+ a  
Tel: (00962) (6) 4886155 Fur: 4886211-Mo60l 079 525299 
Telex : 24122 Hijazi j0 -P.0.Bo 183292 Amman 11118 Jordan 
e.mail:hgg@go.com. j0. 
Eng. Nida! AL-Hadid 
Lord Mayor of Amman 
I 
, 
ISSAM HLJAZI 
President 
HIJAZI & GHOSHEH GROUP 

k Z 7 7  
Faisal A. AI-Kha2zam 
.harm»n waging D 
4cto 
==;:,.�,�-�"�""'�·�"'�-��,:.,,,..,��';;;:��::::":'""'==== I Th ·Far.2438970.2434177 
Ltra0de 2236 KT.(trace 303224 
P 0Box23121 Salt.P Coo No. 13089 
Kuwait 
Eng. 
Abdulaziz A. Ahmed 
DOG, Development & Industrial Licences 
Tel. : 4318431- Fax: 4318156- P. :  9153371 
P. 0.8ox:  4690 Safat - Code : 13047 Kuwait 
KUWAITI SAUDI CO 
For Lvestock Moat & Foo0er 
Rima S. Dabbous 
IntL. Sales Manager 
BLC AUTHORITY FOR NDUS TRY
Youssef Shehab AI-Bahr 
4gt Undersecretary 
Deputy D.G. 
Specifications & Industrial Services 
Tel.: 4318451-2411062 - Fur. 2451141 
P.O. Box 33304 AL Rawdha - Kuwait 
P.0.Bx 20967 Satat 
Code No. 13070 Kuwait 
Tel.: 2401367/8.Fax: 2401369 
Emait. rsd29@ hotmait.com 
Kuwaiti Saudi Co. For 
Livestock Meat & Fodder 
(K.S.C) Closed 
Eng Nayef Abdul Aziz Al-Enezi 
Chairman 
Tel 2401367/8 
Fax 2401369 
P.0 8ox 20967 Satat 
Code No. 13070 Kuwait 

o.All <i s ?  .» 
+! A 
€nu. Slokry 24. A(alees 
General Manager 
SUL AIMAN AL-ALI ALKHALAF EST. 
Livestock Trading & Transport 
�------ 
AHMED S. AL-ALI ALKHLAF 
Riyadh Branch 
ht uiw 
bl 
STEVE DOYLE 
Head of Purchasing 
P O. Bo  42090yaah 11S41-Cold Store mt Tel. 41111$8 4 1 « [  
el Ce 4108808 Ea 41107 TI, 80211 KHALAF5 ) 
[@l " ­  ,  AI Ari±is Panda Unitad Inc. 
--- 
F: 01/40419 
.0. Ber 5512, A/yd 1142 
Hda • AL-Dlaa&le 
Sales General Manager 
Central Province 
. 
SA(DI FISHERIES ORLY -l/ i+al] i4yill 
o 
Iel ; 01/ 4041162/ 4025921 · W O · 1 1 r / 1 . r +  :0 
oar«nYp1HT 
· 4 · « r r ;  4  
irr k err a 
P.0.Box 4120 - Riyadh: 11491 K .  S  .  A  
Tel, : 4051166 - Direct 4055748 Fax : 4056298 
P.0.Box 3311 Riyadh11471 v - r r  
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ~e-"i Ki4 
Tel.:00-966-1-4803000. Et.: 630 r · · · f i o f · · · r  
Fax. 00-966.1. 4802000 · · f 1 . .  
E-Mail: sdoyle@savola.com 
�-J/_�_sa_�.iJ._fk_, s,_oc�eo_�_· _�. 
'Jofn Nicholson 
Shipping Manager 
J:?.,.. g,.,.,1,.. ... 1 e.,,..,,.,.
1 
f:) 
Abdullah M. Al-Rayes 
Vice President 
Potfolio Management 
end Office : Jddash - Tel.: 6502662 Et. 135 - Fr 6502661 
Te. 600669 KERSH SJ- Direct. 6532145-P.0.801 6352, Post Cod 21442 
.0.80x 60148, Riyadh 11545 -Saudi Arabia 
Tel.: (966 1) 462-6262 Fax. 462-6056 
�-'--J1,,_w1u_1_J_1Jm_w1,_ru._itJ_i ll) saudi Joint stock co. 
National Company 
For Manufacturing Foodstuffs & Marketing Ltd 
DR. SALEM AHMED AL-MELIBARY 
Gonoral #Manager 
Abdi A. Hussain 
General Manager 
led Office eddah - Tel 6$02662 - 6502647 • 6902664. Fa 690.266l 
Te 600669 MKERSH SJ-60.69 MKSHIP SI-P.0 Ba 6352 eddh 21442 
Tel 4985550/ 4985858 -Fa+ 4985551 - P.  0. Bo 4233 Riyadh 1154I  
Kingdom of Saud Arab 
5ask 4. SD1a 
Geren.l Manger 
Mediterranean Nutrition Ltd. 
OLIVE OIL & FINE FOODS 
• 
0ADAN 
' SUNNY A-ANGELES 
BA, Dip RSA, MSc, MA 
furtad 
Irrigation 
Lande«punt 
4Waterfall 
P.0. Bo 5 $ 7 0  Riyadh 1 1 4 1  
Sdi Arab 
Tel, 4649442.4650408 Fu4644161 
36 Magnesias Street, GR-18453 Nikea, Greece 
Tel.: +301 4904111, 4904222 - Fax +301 4905777 
E-mail: menu@ath.forthnet.gr 
MEDICAL TECHNICAL TRAD. EST. 
A62at aluuan At-Beal 
GENERAL MANAGER 
Jean -Tel0phone 6513364 /8512742 /6513935/6517141 
Ext..233.Fax 6512694.9.0 80 30900 Jo&ah 21487 
MOHAMMED ASGHAR MAKKI 
Purchase Manager 
TLX. 404370 MED TEK SJ 
TEL. 4918491 ,  49 10491  
FAX: 4920638 
P.O.BOX 42082 
RIYADH 1 1 5 4 l  
S A U D I  ARABIA 
Fax 966-2- 6656086 - Tel. 966-2-6658402 / 6696612 
Mobile +966-5-5614632 -P.0.80 2166 Jeddah 21451 Saudi Arabia 
AL MUFTI CO. $ 
Abdul Hameed A. Mufti 
Chairman , p 
U"e' 
c:/ ,,..,,, · .. 
Jeddah - Saudi Arabia - P. 0. Box 108 Joddah 21411 
Tel.. (02) 6601654 / 6608429 / 6601071 Fax : (02) 6675860 
Email : mufti @ zajit.net 
gs 
fz. 
FARIS AL-ZAHRAWI 
Commercial Manager 
FRANCAISE FOOD 
mport of Foodstuff Wholesale & Retail 
NADA INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
SAUDI ARABIA PO Box 24s JEDD~H 2@i@@iED orrice 
PHFX 009662-6820030 EXT 6206 
CAIRO. 76 JAD ALHAQ ST, AHMED FAKHRI ST NASSR Ory 
PH 00202.2700164/2821792/13731999 
MIL AN'VARESE- 0039-3312-41778 
SWITZERLAND 6855 FERMO POSTA. STABIO ( USA -(NJ) 001.971.7590931 
ZOEB S. KAPASI 
A T R A C O  
ARABIAN TRADING CORPORATION 
P.0.Box No. 24526 
Jeddah 21456 - Saudi Arabia 
Tel. ; 6484327 /6476116 
Fax :(00966-2) 6490774 
E-mail: zoebst@naseej.com.sa 
M ASSEM MAMOUN NADA 
PRESIDENT 
- 
ODAH AL-HERSH 
Sales Representativo 
Tel.: 6368485 . Fax 6370318 
Th.600982 SNBULA SJ . P  .0.Box 8960 J0ddah 21492 
$ 2 
+ 
al --�-- m p 0 
'CJ 3 0 0 iH ! g  
,s'WE 
} t  
'  ,  .  ,  .  -  t i % %  i jj 
t z 
AL.tA404. 4000 
1 g s ,  
{  i ¢  R  
Fouad Ya0oob Talib ! i : :  
F 
&  
0 National sales Manager ; ~ € ( . . t • 
0 ' . 0 o s  1 4 D a m a  414.Saudi Arab. 
I et. tut. 2 u . 2 .  pi. 2802 • I 1 4 t  c ' '  
0/! '4 c 0 M # A l #  A L 4 4 f u r #A l  
0 6 4  U #  0£ 4 u 0 # . A  
NMfiterranean Nutrition Ltd. 
OLIVE OIL & FINE FOODS 
Padre Jes~s Ordonez, 18,2',B8 
28002 Madrid. Spain 
Te. + 34 91 782 49 45-Fax. + 34 91 782 49 47 
e-mail: internacional@arteoliv.com 
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INAKI ARBELAIZ ESCRIBANO 
Oto. General de Internacional 
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CORDOBA £SPAMA 
Allnafa Brothers Trad. Est. 
Import & Export General Trading Agents 77. 
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INAKI ARBELAIZ ESCRIBANO 
Dtor, General de Internacional 
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14¢ PAMA DEL RO 
CORDOBA.£SPARA 
., . 
36 Magnesias Street, GR-18453 Nikea, Greece 
Tel.: +301 4904111, 4904222 - Fax. +301 4905777 
t , : _E-mail :  menu@ath.forthnet.gr 
SUNNY A-ANGELES 
BA, Dip RSA, MSc, MA 
Dr. Mostafa A. Asal 
P&G. Manager 
Int. For Inv. Dev. 
Mobile 054602692 
Tel. G.MA. 226848 -Fa 227993 
ALPHA TRADING & SHIPPING 
AGENCIES LTD. 
Tel, : 6423090 Fax: 6449313 P. O. Box 16161 Jeddah 21464 
Jeddah - Al-Shoula Com. Center Bab Makkah off. No. 38 
Gamal M. Kamal 
Commercial Manago 
Ciwil Trading & Services Corp. 
Tel Orce 644 0808 (9Li0$)/644 3216/644 322746435345 
Telex. 601162 ALFA SJ, Fax. 642 1188 -E-Mat alphafrozen@ zajl net 
IBRAHIM SULIMAN H 
SALES MANAGER 
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Tel. 6771268 / 6288146 - Fax 6288151 
p,08ox22973 J6ddah 21416 - Saudi Arabia 
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Tel 657264/65726174652024. f 6$114146511 2-P.0. Be 165 Jedd1 2149 
EXECUTIVE ME AMEE 
Chamber ot Commerce & industry. Balochistan 
utte Pasta 
ALAM APER A STATIONERY MAT 
IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS 
Shahrah-e-Iqbal, Quetta Pakistan 
Ph 821515820444 
f 622401 
FRUIT FAM 
Sariab Road, Quetts 
Pakistan 
Ph 4431086 
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AL MUFTI CO. 
Jeddah Saudi Arabia P O Box 108 Jeddah 2141 1  
Tel (02) 6601654 / 6608429 / 6601071 Fax • (02) 6675860 
Email mutti @ zajil net 
Maher M. Mufti 
Vice Chairman 
MAINTENANCE 
P.O. Box 41339 JEDDAH 
SAUDI ARABIA 
IRRIGATION LANDSCAPE 
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Mohd. Gbassan AI-Talr 
General Manager 
LANDSCAPE SERVICES 
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Adnan Celebi 
f port Manager 
SAUDI ARABIA MAKKAH P.O. BOX 20244 
Tel. : 5202987 Pajcr : I 9505289 
? Fax.:5200988 Mobil : 055509953 
¾::,....,,..,.... .., ., -.------------�,,, 
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Abrar Ahmed Khan 
Agricultural Manager 
42/l 
TURKI HAFIZ EST. I" 
For comer6it sere. Gee1g' 
ow • Boe:%, 
e1La4an Cawael 
E MAIL :HSNMLK@ZAJIL.NET 
A B D UL  LATIF JAMEEL COMPANY LTD. 
P 0Box 20149, Miu Sudi Anbi. Tel..(966-4) 838 8823.Fut (966.4) 83)8 $807 
Hed Office Inheritor Property Division-P.0. Bor 7012 Jeddah 21462-Saudi Arbu 
Tel (966-2) 628 4444 Ext. 723.Fax.: (966-2) 628 3892 
A MEMBER OF THE ABDUL LATIF JAMEEL GROUP 
Tel. / Fax 6428458 
Tel. OM. : 6433234 
, Res, : 6694794 
Fax 009662 - 6436067 
Mobile 055711878 
P. 0. Box 3134 
Jeddah 21471 
Saudi Arabia 
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Hussein EI-Hawary 
Executive Assistant 
Saudi International Trading_& Marketing_Ltd. 
Kingdom of Saudi Avabla - P.0.80x 50417 Jeddah 21523 
Tel.: (00966) (02) 660 7874 - Fx (00966) (02) 663 8058 
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Georeda Saudi Inter. Co. LL4 
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Ali Mud fed Sud4 Co t  
Conultlng Engineer 
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Ai Murad Red rd.Et. 
Contrting, rdlng Mint«none 
Berhan Hailu, B.A.MA 
Analyst 
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Mohammed A. AI Sharif 
Assitant Secretary General for Commercial & Industrial Aft%e 
Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry -P.O Bo 1264 Jeddh 21431 $A 
Tel 6515111 Et (13503136) Fe 651 5006 
E-mail:mashanif@@jeci.org.sa 
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"'-  �d,o � Hussein EI-Hawary 
Executive Assistant 
Saudi International Trading & Marketing Ltd. 
Kingdom of Saudi ArebNA -P.0.Box 5O4TT Joddah 21523 
Tel.: (00966) (02) 660 7874.Fax (00966) (02) 663 8058 
resident Fathy M. Hasham 
Purchase Manager 
Email alukaly tr alulady eon http /www alnukaly com 
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AL NUKLY 
PO.Box. 11380, Jeddah 21453, Kingdom ol Saudi Arobe 
Tel.. 663 3129, 669 1153, 669 1210. Fox. 669 3809 
Univ C Rd Co Ltd 
Budget ft4 C ( Si A.bl) 
Jed intraioe. Sur Ct 
9 0 8ox 18106 Jdh 2141 
Tl 6570505 
Fr 66$70404 
